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Safe Harbor Statement

"Safe Harbor" Statement: Statements in this presentation relating to Oracle's future plans, expectations, beliefs, intentions and prospects are "forward-looking statements" and are subject to material risks and uncertainties. Many factors could affect our current expectations and our actual results, and could cause actual results to differ materially. We presently consider the following to be among the important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations: (1) Economic, political and market conditions, including the current European debt crisis, can adversely affect our business, results of operations and financial condition, including our revenue growth and profitability, which in turn could adversely affect our stock price. (2) We may fail to achieve our financial forecasts due to such factors as delays or size reductions in transactions, fewer large transactions in a particular quarter, unanticipated fluctuations in currency exchange rates, delays in delivery of new products or releases or a decline in our renewal rates for software license updates and product support. (3) Our hardware systems business may not be successful, and we may fail to achieve our financial forecasts with respect to this business. (4) We have an active acquisition program and our acquisitions may not be successful, may involve unanticipated costs or other integration issues or may disrupt our existing operations. (5) Our international sales and operations subject us to additional risks that can adversely affect our operating results, including risks relating to foreign currency gains and losses and risks relating to compliance with international and U.S. laws that apply to our international operations. (6) Intense competitive forces demand rapid technological advances and frequent new product introductions and could require us to reduce prices or cause us to lose customers. (7) If we are unable to develop new or sufficiently differentiated products and services, or to enhance and improve our products and support services in a timely manner or to position and/or price our products and services to meet market demand, customers may not buy new software licenses or hardware systems products or purchase or renew support contracts. A detailed discussion of these factors and other risks that affect our business is contained in our SEC filings, including our most recent reports on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, particularly under the heading "Risk Factors." Copies of these filings are available online from the SEC or by contacting Oracle Corporation's Investor Relations Department at (650) 506-4073 or by clicking on SEC Filings on Oracle’s Investor Relations website at http://www.oracle.com/investor. All information set forth in this presentation is current as of October 4, 2012. Oracle undertakes no duty to update any statement in light of new information or future events.
The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
Oracle Cloud Vision

**Complete SaaS Suite**
- Provide richest portfolio of first party enterprise applications
- Integrated SaaS suite offers enterprise efficiency
- Extensible SaaS offering creates vibrant ecosystem

**Comprehensive PaaS Platform**
- Provide comprehensive platform for developers
- Integrated with SaaS and open to drive developer productivity
- Symmetry between on-premise and cloud enables IT

**Enterprise Grade Infrastructure**
- Consistent Infrastructure service layer for deployment flexibility
- Open and standards based platform prevents lock-in
- Enterprise grade infrastructure that delivers performance, reliability, & security
Oracle Cloud

Platform Services
Application Services
Social Services
Common Infrastructure Services
Common Infrastructure Services

- **Storage**
  - Object Storage

- **Cache**
  - In-Memory Cache

- **Compute**
  - Elastic Compute

- **Secure Identity**
  - Identity Administration

- **Queues**
  - Lightweight Queues

- **Messaging**
  - Mail, Push
Platform Services
Complete, Standards-Based, Enterprise-Grade

- Comprehensive & flexible developer platform for modern apps
- Integrated with SaaS to drive developer productivity and richness
- Extensible for rich 3rd party application ecosystem
PaaS Customer Patterns

- ISVs building next generation SaaS/Vertical offerings
- Business apps becoming SaaS apps
- Extensions to line of business applications e.g. Online banking
- Organizations migrating legacy applications to the cloud
- 3rd parties building extensions to SaaS apps e.g. BG check
- Enterprise IT doing rapid prototyping
- Scenarios specific cloud utilization e.g. campaigns, HPC
Application Services
Complete Suite, Best-of-Breed, Enterprise Grade

- Human Capital Management
- Talent Management
- Sales & Marketing
- Customer Service and Support
- Financial Management
- Procurement, Sourcing, Inventory
- Project Management
- Governance, Risk, Compliance

Common Infrastructure Services

- Complete Suite of Integrated SaaS Applications
- Running on a Common Cloud Platform
- Extensible to Partners to Extend and Build Applications
Social Relationship Management
Integrated Social Platform

- Comprehensive social relationship management platform
- Integrated with enterprise processes to drive efficiency
- Developer extensibility enabled through PaaS platform
SRM Customer Patterns

- Manage, measure and optimize brand presence globally
- Acquire and engage fans on social media platforms
- Integrate Social with existing customer service application
- Integrate Social with recruiting application

- Improve digital engagement via real-time consumer listening
- Global brand management with local community ownership
- Deliver interactive mash-up of special offers, coupons and videos
- Increase viewer engagement with contests
Proven Enterprise Grade
Infrastructure and Architecture

Hardware & Software Infrastructure

- Designed like Enterprise Private Clouds
- Built on Exadata & Exalogic
- Secure, Reliable and Flexible Upgradability

Management Infrastructure

- Complete Stack Management
- Real-Time Monitoring and Auto Healing
- Lights Out Lifecycle Management

Provisioning
Monitoring
Diagnostics
Change Management

(SaaS)
(PaaS)
Social
Extremely Easy-to-Use

- Flexible Subscription
- Self-Service Sign-Up
- Instant Provisioning
- Self-Service Control
- Multiple Payment Options
Oracle has quickly brought its broad Enterprise Software Portfolio to the Cloud

Oracle’s Cloud is highly differentiated in the depth of functionality, breadth of offering, and degree of integration

Oracle’s Cloud is architecturally attractive to its broad installed base and to attract net new customers

Oracle’s Cloud drives highly differentiated subscription, services, and partner revenue streams

Oracle’s Cloud revenue streams complement its existing on-premise software licenses as customers co-exist solutions
Oracle Cloud

Platform Services
Application Services
Social Services
Common Infrastructure Services
Hardware and Software Engineered to Work Together